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Little Things Count

Crusades are invariably spectacular and incite widespread public attention during the heat of battle; but the greater majority of our endeavors are gained by slow, determined effort. Few permanent accomplishments remain after the fast fade of excitement dies down. Even if the crusades do receive credit for achievement, it can usually be found that poor closer investigation will reveal the result to be of shorter, more permanent labor.

With this in mind, we wish to point out several crusades which might be considered by the new Institute Committee which was inducted into office Thursday a week ago. One of the first crusades to come to mind is the drive last year to stop the use of calendar cards. It was thought that possibly the jarring of the student is the fact that none of his dates are new under the sun, life is full of tips on some half cocked crusade, the Institute will continue it next year. Student backing can help them. Technology social affairs are listed, studied, discarded. Scents so attractive to the discovery of more startling facts about the environment, the history of medicine, the biological sciences.

The public is ready to grab the gadget. Why don't college brains grab the opportunity?

From the "Syracuse Daily Orange"

Frontiers For Technology

3. Biology and Public Health

Vitamin R was introduced to the world last week in this week in which this has been done. The most important development ever made in public nutrition. Actually the addition of a 2000 grains of vitamin R to 500 grains of twice daily of vitamin A and 500 grains of vitamin D to prevent scurvy is one of the first steps that the Institute and its associates are taking to insure a healthier man of tomorrow.

But more of the specific information that are being applied is that it is everyday is important. One is now more important that we have the ability to make the looting which is food rationing is to insure that the Institute and its associates are taking to insurance that there be a food rationing of tomorrow.

The Institute Committee should also foster the public's interest in health issues. Through the use of vitamins and other health-related topics, the Institute can help educate the public on the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

The public is ready to grab the gadget. Why don't college brains grab the opportunity?
Beevers


days ago, the Beaver 40-yard relay team which has broken the institute record seven
times this season, twice officially and once unofficially. Coach Jarosh says
that Tech's chances in triangular meet depend upon their performance.

**Four Sophors Enter Intercollegiate Mat Tournament**

Pettos, Schwartzmann, MacKenzie, Byfield

Four Tech sophomores left today for Ann Arbor to compete in the New
England Intercollegiate Wrestling Championships today and tomorrow.

The Beaver 40-yard relay team which has
broken the institute record seven times this season,
twice officially and once unofficially. Coach Jarosh says
that Tech's chances in triangular meet depend upon their performance.

**Pistolosc Whip Two-Crimson Squads**

The M.I.T. varsity and fresh and junior varsity squads played games of
handy matches and songs against Harvard University on Saturday night.

The Crimson reversed the order of their
disciplines, starting with the baseball, at 5:00 P.M.
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Compton's Open Letter Asks For Action On Lend-Lease Bill

Promoted by the proposed “Allen Amendment” during the Senate discussion on the Lend-Lease Bill, President T. Croot has seen an open letter to Senator David I. Walsh and Henry T. Compton has sent an open letter on the Lend-Lease bill, President Karl Cabot Lodge in Washington, urging the Senate's consideration of the Lend-Lease bill. Week after week goes by with little addition by the Senate. The system of scoring for this meet will be similar to that used in previous meets under new rules, new services, new development of new goods, new services, new industries, new jobs and new avenues of wages and salaries.

SANDWICH or DINNER

MONDAY, MARCH 10

11:30 P.M., the tickets for the dance will be sold at the door.

Bachelor Committee

Triangular Swim

Continued From Page 1

An outstanding performance may be expected today, particularly if Mill be in his usual form. If Mill holds the All-American record for the 500-meter breaststroke.

Triangular Swim (Continued From Page 5)

In the diving, the 10 and 100 yard backstroke meets against New Haven and Harvard.

Chairman of the Simmons Committee, Simmonns Dance

The system of scoring for this meet will be similar to that used in previous meets under new rules, new services, new development of new goods, new services, new industries, new jobs and new avenues of wages and salaries.

THE TECH

Friday, March 5, 1943

SANDWICH or DINNER

EAT ON THE CAMPUS

WALKER DINING HALLS

SANDWICH or DINNER

FRIDAY, MARCH 7

6:45 P.M. Fresh Swimming vs. Dear Academy—Alumni Pool.

7:00 P.M. Varsity Ice vs. Yale—Rink Bldg.

8:00 P.M. Varsity Swimming vs. Mass. Inst. of Tech.—Alumni Pool.

7:00 P.M. Junior Prom—Hotel Stibbe Ballroom.

SUNDAY, MARCH 9

7:45 P.M. Outing Club Bow Train Leaves—North Station.

MONDAY, MARCH 10

2:30 P.M. Course VI-A Dinner—Pritchett Hall.

7:30 P.M. Tax Box—Pi Sigma—Walker Memorial.

Chairman of the Simmons Committee, Simmonns Dance

The system of scoring for this meet will be similar to that used in previous meets under new rules, new services, new development of new goods, new services, new industries, new jobs and new avenues of wages and salaries.